neurons in the SMA come to reflect the movement dy-1E). The analysis of the speed profile provided very similar results (data not shown). namics increasingly during the phase of motor planning,
The fact that the actual kinematics in the force condistarting from a kinematics-related signal. This observation converged to that recorded in the baseline sugtion suggests that the activity of these neurons reflects gested the presence of an unaltered kinematic plan, the KD transformation. Two measures of correlation bewhich the monkeys gradually learned to implement by tween the dynamics-related neuronal activity and the activating the muscles properly (see also Shadmehr and performance in the task support this interpretation. We Mussa-Ivaldi, 1994; Li et al., 2001). In other words, in conclude (1) that the movement dynamics may be partly the force condition the monkeys learned to transform processed during motor planning and long before the the same desired kinematics into a new dynamics (Figinitiation of the movement, and (2) that neurons in the ure 1F). In the following analysis, we compared the neu-SMA may participate, together with neurons in other ronal activity across the two conditions (baseline and areas, in the neuronal processing of the KD transforforce), disregarding the initial adaptation phase: for each mation.
condition, we excluded the first four successful trials in each movement direction. Results
Dynamics-Related Activity during Motor Planning
We used two monkeys in our experiments. During experWe recorded a total of 252 neurons in the forelimb region imental sessions, one monkey held the handle of a roof the SMA (Figure 2 ). Considering the 0.3 s after the botic arm and executed reaching movements, incue signal, the activity of 22 cells (9%) was directionally structed by targets appearing on a computer monitor. tuned in both the baseline and force conditions. The A cursor on the monitor indicated the position of the corresponding numbers were 81 cells (32%) for the demonkey's hand at any given time. To study the neuronal lay time (0.5 s prior to the go signal), and 128 cells (51%) activity related to motor planning, we introduced a delay for the movement time (from 0.2 s prior to the movement of variable duration (0.5-1.5 s) between the presentation onset to the movement end). In total, 153 cells (61%) of the instruction (the cue signal) and the go signal (Fig- were directionally tuned in at least one of the three above ure 1A). Unless otherwise specified, the present results time windows. refer to the activity prior to the go signal.
To analyze the activity related to motor planning, we Two motors attached at the base of the robot were aligned all the trials at the go signal, and we defined the designed to exert forces upon the hand of the monkeys. delay time (or DT time window) as the 0.5 s prior to the These forces are described by force fields F ϭ BV, where go signal. Figure 3A illustrates the activity of a represen-V is the instantaneous hand velocity and B is a rotation tative cell recorded in SMA with a CK force field. The matrix B ϭ [0 Ϫ b; b 0]. Depending on the sign of b, F cell is represented by a tuning curve, plotted in blue in was clockwise (CK) or counterclockwise (CCK). In each polar coordinates. The preferred direction (Pd, in red) session, the monkey performed in a baseline condition indicates the direction for which the cell activity would (circa 160 successful trials, no forces), followed by a optimally contribute to the movement. The DT activity force condition (circa 160 successful trials) ( Figure 1B) . of the cell is very different in the two conditions. In the baseline condition, the Pd of the cell is oriented toward 153Њ. In the force condition, however, the tuning curve Psychophysics changes and the Pd rotates CK by 36Њ. These changes In the baseline condition, the hand trajectories were indicate that the DT activity of the cell reflects some essentially straight. In the force condition, the hand traaspect of the dynamics of the upcoming movement. jectories were initially deviated by the perturbing force.
Note that the visual instructions were identical in the Over trials, however, the monkeys gradually adapted two conditions. Likewise, the psychophysics suggests to the perturbation, and the hand trajectories became that the desired kinematics were the same in the two straight again ( Figure 1C ). To quantify this adaptation conditions. Thus, the processing of the visual stimuli process, we computed for each trial the deviation of the (Andersen et al., 1993; Newsome, 1997; Gold and Shadactual trajectory from the straight line passing through len, 2000) or the processing of the desired kinematics the initial position and the end point. Focusing on the (Wise et al., 1992; Shen and Alexander, 1997; Alexander initial part of the movement, we computed a weighted and Crutcher, 1990b) cannot alone explain changes of average of the hand position during the trajectory (exponeuronal activity across conditions. In addition, because nentially decaying weights), and we transformed the rethe force field was proportional to the velocity (F ϭ BV), sulting movement position into the corresponding angle no force was actually present during the delay (because of initial deviation d (with d Ͼ 0 for deviations in direction V ϭ 0). Thus, changes of neuronal activity do not reflect of the external force). Thus, for each trial in the force online motor execution or changes in proprioceptive condition, d quantified the initial error. In the baseline feedback. Instead, the changes observed in the force condition, d showed some variability but averaged close condition suggest that during motor planning, the activto zero over trials. In the force condition, d was consisity of the cell shown in Figure 3A reflects the dynamics tently above zero at first and gradually dropped as the of the upcoming movement. monkeys adapted ( Figure 1D) . Thus, the actual kinematics in the force condition converged over trials to that New Dynamics and Shift of Pd recorded in baseline. After computing for each session in the Delay Time (DT) the mean initial deviation (⌬d ) across trials, we observed
In the force condition, the Pd of the cell shown in Figure  3A shifted in the direction of the external force, namely that this convergence continued over sessions (Figure ). The resulting mean initial deviation ⌬d is plotted here (y axis) against the session number (x axis). All the sessions where monkey C was presented with a CCK force field are shown. The mean initial deviation, at first relatively high, gradually vanished over sessions (long-term learning). (F) Experimental paradigm. The psychophysics of the task can be summarized as follows. In the baseline condition, the monkeys transform a desired kinematics into the corresponding dynamics. In the force condition, the monkeys learn to transform the same desired kinematics into a new dynamics. Thus, activity that changes across conditions is associated with the movement dynamics. Activity that remains unchanged is associated with the desired kinematics. the CK direction. This was not an isolated case. We direction of the external force (mean shift 11.1Њ, p Ͻ 0.02, circular t test; Figure 3B ). Most importantly, the computed the Pd of all the cells that were directionally tuned in both the baseline and force conditions. A total shift of Pd observed for the SMA cells during the delay corresponded to an analogous shift of Pd observed for of 81 cells satisfied this criterion and were considered for subsequent analysis. For each cell, we computed muscles during the following movement. In separate sessions, we recorded the electromyographic (EMG) acthe shift of Pd in the force condition compared to baseline. The shift of Pd was defined to be greater than zero tivity of five muscles of the upper arm (pectoralis, deltoid, biceps, triceps, and brachioradialis). We analyzed if the Pd rotated in the direction of the external force. We then performed a population analysis of the 81 neurons the activity of these muscles during the movementrelated time window, and we found that in the force during the delay time. We found that the Pd of the SMA neurons shifted significantly in the force condition in the condition the Pd of muscles shifted significantly in the Figure 3B , neurons in the SMA display a collective shift of Pd in the force condition in the direction of the external force. This collective shift indicates that information on the dynamics of the upcoming movement is present at the level of the SMA population during motor planning. However, not all the neurons in the SMA reflect the movement dynamics to the same extent, and some cells even shift their Pd in the opposite direction, a fact that we cannot currently explain. Quantitatively, we investigated whether the cells that process the new dynamics in the force condition also reflect the KD transformation. In other words, we investigated whether the cells that shift their Pd in the force condition do so progressively over the course of the delay. To identify these cells, we imposed the arbitrary criterion that the shift of Pd in the DT time window be above average (11.1Њ); a total of 36 cells satisfied this criterion.
Shift of Pd and Adaptation
For each of these cells and for each 300 ms time bin centered on time t (time bins as in Figure 7 ), we computed the difference, ⌬Pd(t), between the Pd in the force condition and the corresponding Pd in the baseline condition. We then stated whether the shift of Pd was progressive using a linear regression analysis (regression of ⌬Pd(t) on t). We found that the slope of the regression line was significantly positive (p Ͻ 0.01) for 31% of the cells (10/32), indicating that the shift of Pd had occurred progressively during the delay. In contrast, the slope of the regression line was significantly negative for only 6% of the cells (2/32). This result is very unlikely (p Ͻ confined to the SMA. However, our data do imply that movement dynamics can be partly processed during The SMA and Other Areas The kinematics-to-dynamics transformation is a crucial motor planning, well before the initiation of the movement. They also testify that some neurons in the SMA operation necessary for executing visually instructed Figure 3A . In this case, trials were aligned at the go signal and ordered according to the RT. of the present study is that we have investigated the port this suggestion. First, the dynamics computed during the instructed delay, as reflected in the activity of activity during a delay interposed between the instruction (cue signal) and the go signal.
SMA neurons, correlates with the initial direction of the upcoming movement (adaptation effect). Second, the We have presented two main results. First, the dynamics of the upcoming movement was reflected in the state of the KD transformation at the end of the delay, as reflected in the activity of SMA neurons, anticorrelactivity of some neurons in the SMA before the go signal. Second, over the course of the delay, neurons in the ates with the following reaction time (RT effect). SMA progressively came to reflect the dynamics rather than the desired kinematics of the upcoming movement. Table 1 ), it may appear counterintuitive that neurons in the SMA show a substantial shift of Pd prior that the internal model for the dynamics is indeed stored only in the cerebellum and that the motor areas of the to the go signal. One possibility is that the dynamicsrelated activity in the SMA refers to a larger portion of frontal lobe, including the SMA, load the dynamics when necessary. In this case, the KD transformation observed the movement, not just the beginning of it. Thus, the signal described here may refer to a weighted integral here represents that gradual loading of the dynamics by neurons whose activity is initially purely kinematics of the muscle forces f(t) over time, for example, with exponentially decaying weights. This view corresponds related. Another possibility is that the internal model for the dynamics is stored in the synapses of multiple areas to the psychophysical intuition that movements are not planned in small portions. Another possibility is that the including the SMA and that the progressive KD transformation here observed represents an actual computashift of Pd reflects the new dynamics (i.e., the forces exerted by the muscles) only in an abstract sense, as tion. In this view, the KD transformation is processed consist of remapping the visual stimulus onto a new actually recorded during the experiments are slightly undercompensated, as quantified by the initial deviation d (see Table 1 , Figure 1E ). This argues against the virtual a symbolic representation of the different associations target hypothesis. between sensory stimuli and motor output in the two Another possibility is that the progressive shifts of Pd conditions or as a dynamic goal. In either case, the shown in Figures 6 and 7 mark the transformation from question remains as to how hierarchically lower circuitry the old dynamics to the new dynamics (KDDЈ hypothesis). decode and filter the signal observed here and then In this view, adapted movements would require one extra transform it into the proper input to the motoneurons. In mental operation (Cisek and Scott, 1999). In the baseline this respect, our data are consistent with the hypothesis condition, monkeys would simply transform the desired that the movement dynamics is processed in multiple kinematics into the old dynamics (KD). In the force constages. In this view, the dynamics-related signal redition, they would first transform the desired kinematics corded here in the SMA represents the most remote of into the old dynamics (KD) and then transform the old these processing stages. dynamics into the new dynamics (DDЈ). Although we canThe hypothesis that movement dynamics is a process not definitively exclude the KDDЈ hypothesis, we view involving multiple neural steps is at variance with the it as unlikely, based on the following two considerations. equilibrium-point model. According to the most simple First, the analysis of the reaction time (RT) suggests that formulation of the equilibrium-point hypothesis, the CNS neither the computation of DЈ in the force condition nor specifies a posture through the choice of muscle lengththe computation of D in baseline are completed before tension curves that set agonist-antagonist torque-angle the go signal. (On the one hand, there would be no RT curves determining an equilibrium position for the limb effect if DЈ was fully computed before the go signal in the force condition. On the other hand, the average RT and a stiffness about the joints. Arm trajectories are is almost identical in the two conditions, suggesting that generated through a control signal defining a series of whatever is left to compute after the go signal in the equilibrium points (Bizzi et al., 1984) . Because the neuroforce condition is also left to compute after the go signal muscular system is spring-like, the instantaneous differin the baseline.) Second, Figure 6 suggests that if a KD ence between the arm's actual position and the equilibtransformation is ever processed in the force condition, rium position specified by the CNS can generate the that transformation is concluded early in the delay (say requisite torques, avoiding the complex inverse dynamwithin 350 ms after the cue signal). Thus, the KDDЈ hyics problems of computing the torques at the joints pothesis implies that the same KD transformation takes (Bizzi et al., 1992) der 1990). In other words, the activity of muscles is never force independent.
Present and Previous Observations

Recordings
The SMA was identified and distinguished from the preSMA through electrical microstimulation (monkey C) and histology (monkey F). 
Neuronal Correlates of a Transformation
